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Abstract
In this ara& I chcdlenge the current view that Hume is a naturcdist as
well as a sceptic I hold heis a peculiar kincl of ratzonalist largue that hu
posa/0n is best viewed as a philosophical approach designed to accommo
date the tendencies of hurrum nature This task is carried out by means
of a second order reflection, whzch turns out to be based upon reason of
a non demonstratzve !and It is brought 'rito clear focus when the mmd
discovel s a conflict betwct.n two tcnclencies In secuon one, I highlight thzs
land of conflict rn Hume s account of causal znference In section two
I unfold the conflict that can be found in his account of our belief zn the
contznued and mdeperident eustence of objects In seetton three I show
how it is possible to reconcde our tendencies I maintam that thzs reconcdiation is effected by means of second order, reason-based arguments In
section four, I exanune the status of Hume's scepticism in the light of the
preceding account and conclude that his standpoini is not sceptical at all

1 Our Behef in Causal Relations
A considerable number of Hume commentators have classed his phi
losophy as naturaltstic 1 This is so because Hume has otten been
viewed as prova:ling a naturalistic account of how we come to have
our most basic beliets, in oppositton to those Cartestan philosophers
who struggle to expiam this by means of reason based accounts 2
This interpretation presupposes a sharp distinction between arguments whose basis hes solely in reason and arguments whose basis
lies mn our teelings or our instincts In this way, Descartes' proof ot
the existence of God in the Third Meditation for example, may be
consalered as an lrgument of the first kind Therein we can find raC) Principia 4(2) (2000), pp 277-304 Published by NEL — Epistemology
and Logic Research Group, 1-edera1 University of Santa Catanna (UFSC),
Br
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nonal, a priori principies only For example, a pnnciple that plays a
crucial role In the proof is that there must be at least as much reality in the efficient and total cause as in the effect of that cause
(cf Descartes 1984, p 28) Accordmg to Descartes, tias principie
is not leamed from expenence Rather, it is dtscovered by means of
conceptual analysis In Hume's terms, it anses from an exammation
of relation of ideas Proponents of the naturalistic interpretation of
Hume quote as an example of an argument of the second kmd his
celebrated scepncal solunon to the problem of the cause effect relanon, whose source he locates in custom as a natural instinct
As I see it, though, das disnncnon is a mere step in the whole
process of constituting the desired science of man Hence, I shall
argue that Hume's naturalistic arguments are just one aspect of a
much more ambitious project I mtend to show that his philosophy
is an attempt to encompass and reconcile the distinct tendencies of
human nature The tension ansing from these, as well as the need
to overthrow it, will force us loto a higher, second order, levei of
reflection whereby only a lund of sohtary but non-Cartesian, nondemonstrative, reason is found pulling the stnngs of our enquines It
is solitary because it is not accompamed by, or dependent upon, any
other human capacity It is non demonstranve because it does not
aim at establishing logical proofs Once thts sense of reason is brought
to the fore and its role in Hume's epistemology is determmed, it will
be possible to oppose the dommant view in Hume's scholarship that
he is a proponent of scepticism His so called `mitigated scepticism'
will be charactensed as just a label for an epistemological procedure
that should precede any attempt to constitute the science of man
I take it a good start would be to focus on Hume's account of
causaltty Let us then follow his path on this subject in order to see
where it gets us to Since the argument is well known, I shall not
rehearse it exhaustively The premises of the argument can be sum
mansed as tollows First, accordtng to Hume, the perceptions of the
mmd are divided int° impressions, or more lively perceptions, and
ideas that are said to be copies of the former So, In order to deter
mine the meaning of an idea, we need to look for as correspondent
impression Second ideas are connected with each other through
three kinds ot issociation, namely, resemblance, conttguity In time
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and place and causanon Third, the acts of the mind are divided
into relations of ideas (demonstrative reasoning) and matters of fact
(empincal reasonmg) Hume claims that, while demonstrative reasonings require nothing but reason with its a priori principies and
rules, empincal reasonings are ali "founded on the relation of Cause
and Effect" (E §22) Whatever empincal research we may be engaged
in, we inevitably end up drawmg causal mferences Fmally, and no
less importara, causal inferences make us belteve, on the basis of the
appearance of A, that B will occur, provided that past expenence
showed A and B constantly and repeatedly conjoined When we get
an impression of A, we not only have the idea of B, we really come to
beheve in the occurrence of B This is so because a share of vivacity
is passed from the unpression A to the Klea B
Hume makes it clear that demonstrative reason cannot engender
this sort of connecnon First, from the impression A we cannot de
nve a pnon the idea B It is not contradictory to suppose that the
patterns observed in past events may change In the future Second,
if demonstrative reason were behtnd the wheel here, a causal belief
could anse from just one mstance or just one pair of events and not,
as Hume argues for, from the repention of those pairs 3 Third, A
and B are quite different from each other, so that the presence of the
latter can never be mferred from that of the former without the as
sistance of expenence My switching on the central heater is a quite
distmct event from the warming up of the room I cannot deduce
the latter from the former, for there is nothmg in the observed event
that can lead me to the thought of the unobserved one without my
assessing expertence What is more, even if we allow expenence to
help demonstranve reason, we can never justify the inference of the
unobserved from the observed event That is to say, even ft we set
demonstrative reason to reflect upon the past pairs of As and Bs we
can never deduce, from the appearance of an A, that a B will come
about Any demonstranve proof starting off with the constant conjuncnon of past As and Bs as a premise and with the certainty that
B will occur after A has occurred as a conclusion will be a non se quttur If demonstranve reason could not do that with respect to one
instance only, it remains helpless with respect to a number of them
What is it then, that yields the behef that B will occur, given that
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A is bemg observed ? Hume does not hesitate to contend that it can
only be custom From the occurrence ot many instances of pairs of As
and Bs, the mmd is irresistibly led, given an impression A, to expect
B Constant conjunction `accustoms' the mmd to anticipate B atter
the occurrence of A Custom hes then at the foundation of ali causal
reasomng It is "as unavoidable as to teel the passion of love", it is "a
spectes of natural instincts" (E §38)
I would like to focus my analysis of Hume's conception of causality on the wlea of constant conjunction, masmuch as Hume regards it
as an essential component of causal mference The question I wish to
pose is this Is it not the case that some conjunctions, however recurrent, are just non causal ? Consider two events, namely 'the whistle
of the tram' and 'the arnval of the tram at the railway station' It is
undernable that there is a considerable number of past instances of
these two events in our lives There is no causal connection here
The whistle ot the tram does not cause the armal of the tram How
ever according to Hume's viewpoint, since I saw in the past many
instances where the whistle of the tram preceded its appearance at
the railway statton, my mmd is led to the irresisnble behef that these
two events are causally connected Now, I know that this cannot
be correct But how do I know that ? From what has been said so
far, 1-lume can only contend that, given the conditions for the be
hef in causality to come about, especially constant conjunction, we
are bound to hold the behet to be true, but what if it is turther ver
itted that tt is really not so ? Stroud raises this kmd of question He
claims that if "observed constant conjunctions always" led us "to gen
erahse from those observed conjuncuons onto the unobserved", then
4( we would have no expectanons at ali — or what comes to the same
thing, we would expect everything" So, Stroud concludes, according
to Hume's theory as it stands we are inevitably and irresistibly "led to
beheve there is a causal connecnon" whenever a considerable num
ber of pairs of events show regulanty (Stroud 1977, pp 93-4) This
puts Hume at odds with our every day expenence There is a huge
number of cases ot events constantly conjoined that we do not take
to be instances ot the cause ettect relanon
Stroud's reservanon, however, is unjustified The v, ay out is shown
by Hume himselt There is at least one passage In time 1 :Transe where
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he shows that he is quite aware of the problem He reminds us that
complex, constantly conjoined states of affairs encompass essennal
as well as acadental aspects Now, it is "the nature of custom not
only to operate with its full force when objects are presented, that
are exactly the same with those to which we have been accustom'd,
but also to operate in an mfenor degree, when we discover such as
are similar" (T 147) If the accidental aspects are great in number,
they trifluence the tmagination so as to make us expect that they
will occur in heu of the essennal ones At this juncture, Hume ad
vises us to look for more Information from expenence, which is to
say, to correct our inferences appealtng to more empincal research 4
Further expenments will teach us that the conception of accidental
repention stems from the idea that the sequence of paus can break
the pattern at any time, or rather, from the behef that the pattern
is bemg preserved by acadent only In turn, the behef that propels
the mind through custom to the unobserved moves along a rather
distinct path If pairs of events keep showing up one after another
and no exception has been observed, we cannot help beheving that
these events are causally conjoined As Bater points out, for "a cus
tom of causal inference to be set up, by Hume's account, we need
to expenence `frequent' cases of the conjunction mn question, and no
counter-examples" (Bater 1991, p 113) We are then led through
custom to believe that the cause effect sequence we have observed
is a finite sub-class of an infinite class of paus causally linked from
past to open future, that is, an infinite class that admits no anomaly
But In the case of acadental constant repentions, we not only allow
for such an anomaly, we actually presuppose that, despite its not having yet been observed, it is inevitable that the anomaly wmll show up
sooner or tater (Cf Pears 1990, p 82) This means that we can
not consider an accidental constant repention in the past as a finite
sub-class of an infinite class of paus constantly conjoined In Rosenberg's words, the distinction "between these two types of sequence
consists in every causal sequence instannating some law(s) or other
while no accklental sequences do so" (1993, p 72) On that score,
Hume introduces some general rules as a set of instructions that we
should follow mn our causal inferences This means that his account
is not limited to explaming the ongin of our behefs It also furnishes
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rules to correct them 5 They are employed to distmguish, amongst
other things, "accidental circumstances from the efficacious causes"
(T 149) In so domg, we are capable of considenng events such as
'the whistle of the train' and 'the arnval of the trair' at the radway sta
non' as merely accidentally, not causally, connected, no matter how
frequent their conjunction
The Klea I should hke to introduce is, then, this We have a conflict that anses when we try to distinguish accidental from causal
connections Our judgement teus us that some pairs of As and Bs
are merely accidentally conjomed, but our instincts send us off on
the opposite direction, i e, they draw us to the idea that those pairs
are causally linked Otherwise expressed, our understandmg and our
instincts do not get along in this particular and clash with each other
When this happens, we are forced to step back so as to assess the con
flicting tendencies of the nund Now, the reasonmg through which
we not only take account of this conflict but also become aware of
the need to observe general rules moves us to another levei of reflection whereby we ponder and weigh the pros and cons iri order to
elimmate the conflict and solve the problem It is a levei of argumentation that stands In the shadows behmd our reasonings It
employed to prevent us from our rendenng ourselves unreftectingly to
our instmcts and to allow us to discern mere comcidences from ac
tual expressions of the causal relation (cf T 267) h instructs us to
discard custom-based behefs that do not fit mto those general rules
and at the same time to uphold behefs that accord with these rules
As a matter of fact, it teus the =Kl what to beheve Sometimes we
are dnven mio counterfeit behefs (cf T 123) which must be &sunguished from genumes ones (cf T 121, 631) Custom may continue
to yield inesistible feelings, but it is this reflection on the meta-levei
that ultimately turns them alto either legitimate or expendable iteras
Such a meta levei procedure steers us through our lives Without
our empmcal investigations would go irretnevably astray My intent
in secnon 3 is to scrunnise this kind of meta levei procedure I shall
contend that reason can be saci to be the faculty responsible for these
meta-levei reflection For the time bemg, though, let us see whether
this meta-levei reflecnon can also be detected m connection with time
problem of the connnued existence of objects
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2. Our Behef in the Connnued bastence of Externa!
Objects
The resuits reached above point to the fact that, as far as Hume's
account of causal relations is concerned, there is a sense in which
it can be said that a second order process of thought guided by rea
son plays a sigmficant role in Hume's system Can the same be said
concernmg our behef in the connnued and independent existence of
externai objects 7 If reason is here interpreted as demonstranve, the
answer is certainly 'no' Hume furnishes two motives to support the
claim that demonstranve reason cannot play a constitunve role in
producmg our belief in the externai world For brevity's sake, I shall
call (0) our belief that theie are externai objects The first motive
is that arguments from demonstranve reason are not known by the
whole of mankmd The average man probably never heard of them
and still hoids (0), so that he must get (0) from somewhere eise
The second has to do with the ongin of our idea of interrupted
percepnons It is through demonstrattve reason that we come up
with the conclusion that perceptions are dependent upon the mmd
This means that there is a ciash between demonstrative reason and
(0) Accordmg to Hume, those modern philosophers who have been
particularly preoccupied with the epistemic status of (0) — or with
what is currently called `the problem of the externai world' — tackled
this clash by means of the assumpnon ot the double existence of per
ceptions and objects Even if we subscnbed to such a theory, Hume
holds, demonstrative reason wouid be as mefficient as ever Were it
the source of the belief in (0), demonstranve reason wouid have to
allow an mference from our impressions (which vary) to their objects
(which do not) Demonstrative reason would have to take us from
the undoubted existence of impressions to the doubttul extstenct of
the alleged objects that lie behmd them This is impossible Such an
inference, according to Hume, would have to be a causal one But
causal connections demand that we expenence a constant conjunc
non between the cause and the eftect In this case though, oniy one
of the kinds of items supposedly related is expenenceable, namely,
impressions Therefore, demonstranve reason is unsuitable to be the
source of (0) From the existence of impressions, we can never "form
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any conclusion concerning the existence of" objects, so that we can
never "sansfy our reason in this particular" (T 212)
What is alluded to here is that smce expenence never furnishes the
connecnon between perception and object, demonstranve reason is
the only alternanve left to ground (0) Expenence cannot provide
what is required for us to hold (0), and neither can demonstranve
reason If this is so then, we may contend that an argument from expenence lies at the heart of Hume's battle agamst reason Hume ap
peals to expenence to impugn reason We have seen that, according
to Hume, empincal reasoning is ultimately dependent upon nature,
or rather, upon habit Consequently, we are allowed to claim that
Hume resorts to it so as to repulate reason His attempt to dismiss
demonstranve reason by means of aself can only work out properly
through a built in, instinct-based argument If tlus is so, I consider
a an error to argue, as Bennett and Stroud do, for a twofold phase
m Hume's thought 6 They beheve that it has a neganve phase in
which metaphysical concepts and solutions are systemancally bombarded and dismissed, and a positive phase, in which his naturahstic
response to traditional philosophical problems is introduced and developed I hold that this interpretanon does not do justice to the
complexay of Hume's argument As just shown, Hume introduces
the tools of his alleged positive phase m the negattve one In other
words, In his project of demolishing reason, he already makes use of
elements found in his allegedly positive phase
From the failure ot demonstranve reason as a single tool to solve
philosophical puzzles it does not follow that it is impossible to ex
piam our beliets, especially (0) If we allow ourselves to be guided
by nature, we can protect (0) from total or radical scepticism Once
our natural instincts are brought onto the scene, Hume contends, it
does not make sense to doubt (0) (cf T 187) Such a behef seems
to be unavoidable It is a potra "which we must take for granted
in ali our reasonings" (T 187) I cannot help beheving that there is
a world outside my apal tment, that my office at the College is still
there, although I am not there right now, that the Tower ot London
continues to exist although I am now back in Brazil and am unable
to expenence it, etc In a word, holding (0) is compulsory
Hume's argument to bear out the idea that instinct based argu
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ments can expiam our having (0) only to a certam point is some
what complex I shall just sketch its matn steps First, he holds that
the succession of percepttons that leads to the idea of the continued
and mdependent existence of objects exhibits two features, namely
constancy and/or coherence When I look out of the wtndow I see
the street, buildings, houses I look away for a moment and then look
back at these things Everything seems unaltered They continue to
occupy the same place, to dasplay the same features This character
istic is supposed to be found in ali alleged externai objects Then I
go for a walk to refresh my mmd after studymg the whole morning
When I come back home, I may observe my room shghtly changed,
say, the papers on the table may be scattered by the wmd, the coup
of tea may be cold, etc Nonetheless, even when changes happen,
there sun remams a certain coherence amongst the objects "I am
accustom'd mn other mstances to see a like alteration produc'd in a
like time" (T 195)
So far so good The problem anses when we consider that, ai
though we expenence, for example, a succession ot percepnons of
the sun, sometimes this succession is mterrupted and we are led by
constancy and coherence to think that the perceptions occurred before and after the interruption are "individually the same" Now,
granted the interruption, there is no guarantee of Identity between
the items at the two extremes of it Impressions are dIstinct from
each other As soon as the late perception shows up, the former is
gone Hume claims that the mmd tends to play down the tension
between Identity and interruption by positing a real existence The
mind bypasses the conflict by considenng that, although interrupted
percepnons may differ from each other, they nevertheless `represent'
the same object, one that cannot be captured by the senses The
nonon of Identity is mtroduced by combining the nonon of an un
changeable object with our awareness of time or, as Hume puts mt, by
mixing up the ideas of unity and number To think of an unchanged,
umnterrupted and endunng object is to conceive of a certain unity
that remains unaltered through a number or multiphcity of instants
Smce ali we have access to in our expenence is a changmg senes of
percepnons, we cannot help 'imagining' a changeless object backing
up the idea of. Identity Imagmation is, then, the source of our be
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hef in the continued and mdependent existence of objects, that is, In
(0) Whtle the senses provide us with a senes of unconnected, discontinuous unpressions, the unagmation comes up to smooth over
such a discontmuity, so that we are led to suppose "the change to lie
only In the time" and thereby to regard the senes to be a "continu'd
view of the same object" (T 203)
It would be reasonable to suppose that the Imagmation does the
job of disgutsing the breaks between percepnons by means of the
cause effect relation and a foraon by means of custom However,
thts is not quite what happens Hume contends that the "conclusion
from the coherence of appearances anses from the understand
ing, and from custom tn an mdtrect an obhque manner" (T 197)
Hume furnishes a crypnc explananon of how we end up transfernng
the coherence we found tn percepnons to the coherence of objects 7
I beheve, though, that it is possible to make this pomt clearer Recall
that the problern started when the mmd was presented with a conflict
between Identity and interruption In view of this, it "must be uneasy
and will naturally seek rehef from the uneastness" Now, any con
flict amongst ideas can be detected and dealt with only by means of
the understanding, 1 e, "the general and more estabhsh'd propernes
of the imagmation" (T 267) The mind gets restless once the conflict
is brought about, because a decision has to be made Our judgement
mforms us that we cannot keep both Identity and tnterruption with
out entangling ourselves In a contradictIon and thereby compromis
nig our philosophical endeavours Since we cannot keep the idea of
Identity amongst perceptions "without reluctance", we have to "turn
to the other mole" and disguise the interruption by resorting to the
thesis of connnued and independent existence of somethmg that is
not present to the mind (T 206) 8We have here a conflict between
our tendencies, just like the one we spotted In the preceding secnon
Such a conflict has to be overcome somehow The tendenaes have
to be managed so as to allow a philosoplacal explanation of the on
gin of (0) Once this is acknowledged, it is reasonable to suppose a
meta-levei of reflection vn herem we can find a proper ground for the
handling of such a tension We are actually pushed up to a levei of
investigation by means of which alone we can analyse the linntations
and advantages of each of our tendencles in order to reach a mfddle
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pomt between them and therefore to dislodge the tension It is my
behef that the faculty that carnes out such a task is a kmd of nondemonstranve reason That is what I shall argue for in the following
section

3 Accomtnodating the Confheting Tendencies of The Mind
on the Meta-Levei
We have learnt in the precedmg sections that there has to be a faculty that guides the mind when tensions between other faculties start
popping up The understanding or 'the more permanent and general pnnciples of the fancy' dnves us into one direction (cf T 267
and 182), instincts or less general and more unstable principies of
the fancy dnve us 'rito the opposite chrection (cf T 225, cf ais° T
148) In the case of causation, this conffict comes about when we
face the problem of chstinguishing between accidental connections
and cause effect relanons As for the case of the contmued and inde
pendent existence of objects, this conflict shows up when we realise
that we cannot keep both the ideas of interruption and of Identity
In the conclusion of Book I of the Treatise Hume acknowledges
the apprehension that stems from the confficts among the tendencies of the mmd The chsorder of his faculties leads him "almost
to despair" (T 264) On the one hand, he reahses that the "mem
ory, senses, and understanding" are based upon "the imagmation" (T
265), which is responsible for our behef in causal relations as well as
In (0) On the other hand, Hume also reahses that It is not possible
"for us to reason justly and regularly from causes and effects, and at
the same time beheve in the conttnu'd existence of matter" (T 266)
Now, the senses display perceptions In perpetuai flux and ipso facto no
necessary connections or externai objects The pnnciples of the as
socianon of ideas that are govemed by the unagination generate the
idea of necessary connecnon, whtch hes "merely In ourselves and is
nothing but that determination of the mind, which is acquir'd by custom " This means that the continued and independent existence
of objects is an illusion, hice MacBeth's dagger When we reason from
cause and effect, we conclude that objects cannot exist apart from
our perceptions So arguments from instincts do not seem to suffice
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to argue for (0) However, arguments from instincts that are also assisted by the unagmation show at the same time that and how we are
incapable of disbeheving in the conttnued existence of objects Cus
tom fills In the gaps among the fragmentary materiais that are gwen
through the senses This gwes us the illusion of the continued existence of objects (cf T 195 ft) It seems, then, that imagmation makes
us "embrace a mandest contradiction" (T 266)
We must disentangle this knot We have learnt that demonstrative reason cannot act alone without entirely subvertmg itself (cf T
267) Our philosophical pretensions to justify (0) can never be fui
filled Insta-ias are then called to our rescue However, thts does
not satisty Hume either When we use arguments from instincts to
expiam our holding (0), and many other behets, we are led to the
conclusion that personal Identity, causal connection, the continued
existence of unpercewed objects, etc , are fictions of the mind or, as
Hume says, products of the imagmation The question anses as to
"how far we ought to yield to these illusions" If we follow "every
trivial suggestion of the tancy," we are led into "errors, absurdines,
and obscunnes" (T 267)
The osallation does not end here If we thoroughly renounce
those "refin'd or elaborate" reasonings, we may nsk cutting oft "enttrely ali science and philosophy" At the same time though, we know
that "reflections very retin'd and metaphsical have little or no mfluence upon us " (T 268) The only thing that can disstpate these
clouds is common life For how long, though ? We may be inchned
to throw ali "books and papers into the fire" (T 269), or "commit"
them "to the flames" (E §132) Nevertheless, Hume knows that to
seek refuge mn common life is not a solution to, but rather a distrac
non from, our philosophical perplexity (cf Bell and McGinn 1990,
p 404) Atter a stroll along the nver, after playing back gammon
with fnends he turns back to investigate the moral principies of good
and evil or the cause ot passions and inchnations
Hume brings out the tension between the more permanent and
universal principies of the mind (reflection) and the more trivial functions ot the imagina tion (instincts) He knows that he simply can
not expiam how one set ot beitefs can be warranted mn preterence to
another, given that neither is rationally demonstrable and both are
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equally natural Actually, the mmd is mn an endless battle with it
self It keeps bouncmg from one tendency to another, never knowing
where to stop Each of those tendencies has a bias to go alone in the
enterpnse and to leave the other behmd However, when they act
alone they take us nowhere Instincts by themselves are unsansfac
tory for exp1aming our bellef formation, but reflection alone is not
satistactory either (cf Passmore 1968, p 149)
In a recent artide, Barry Stroud claims that the acknowledge
ment of the battle between the more refined and established reasonings and instincts is actually one of Hume's greatest contnbunons to
philosophy (cf Stroud 1991) On the one hand, Hume points out
the tendency of demonstrative reason to produce a philosophical de spair that can only be resolved by means of instmets On the other
hand, the latter by itself, without the assistance of a `refined reasonleads us to absurdines Now, Stroud continues, smce the 'deo
of going back to despolr is unacceptable, what is left is to accommo
date our tendencies so as to reach "a happy Vetermination' mn which
no side of our nature draws too much" In this way, Hume's stand
point is rendered clearer and as importance adequately estabhshed
The "pursuit of the scepncal philosophy is the best way of givmg adequate expression to ali the tendencies or propensines that consntute
human nature" (Stroud 1991, p 287)
Stroud's account seems correct to me It points to the idea th.at
the acknowledgement of the tension among our tendencies is just a
prelimmary step in the process towards mastenng them They should
be put to work together Once they are properly co orchnated, they
can assist each other However, 1 think that his account does not
carry us further It remams to be explamed how Hume's sceptical
philosophy keeps the balance between our tendencies I hold that
the answer is found mn a second-order reflecnon that regulates them
So, to stop us from getting entangled in radical scepticism, for exam
pie, we reason in the following way In the course of our expenence,
we are occasionally tormented by questions that force us to go be
yond appearances We realise that, the more we employ demonstrative reason to answer these questions, the more we land In abstract
and obscure mvestigations that have little or no import In our lives
and that render us incapable of preventing doubts from pilling up (cf
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T 184) Because of tias, we turn to our natural instincts By the
same token, to stop ourselves from falling prey to the superstitions
of common sense, we should reason In the following way The Indiscrimmate use of our instincts entalis the impossibility of discern
mg truth from falsehood So we have to ask for the asststance of
the refined reasonings Hume is keen to suggest that the unreflective rehance on our mstincts dnves us int° superstition (cf E §130)
According to him, superstmon artses when we use our tmagmation
indiscrimmately, i e, when we abandon ourselves to our instincts
without takmg account of more elaborate reflections Superstition
increases our fear and ignorance and incites our mtnds to follow our
natural propensities without control (Cf E, §40) Hume 'artes us
to adopt sceptical philosophy because it allows LIS to reach "accurate
and just reasoning" as the "only catholic remedy ( 1 )
to subvert
that abstruse philosophy and metaphysical jargon" (E §7) The piam
man who does not acknowledge the role of the more estabhshed and
general principies of the nund and who does rtot refine bis instincts
through a careful investigation is permanently subject to superstition
Hume's philosophy is designed to prevent us from getting stuck
iii either abstruse phdosophy or superstinon It traces a nuddle route
along which the science of man can be constructed It is the only
option left to avold our bowmg to etther instincts, or refined, abstract
reasomngs completely and unreservedly But how can that be done?
Hume contends that `we are bound to hold that ', or 'Nye decide
that ' a certatn course of reasoning is the best available to provide
a suttable solution to a philosophical problem "We ought", Hume
says, "to deliberate concerning the choice of our gincle, and ought
to prefer that which is safest and most agreeable" (T 271) In this
way, tn order to avoid the abstruse philosophy, a decision has to be
reached, to wit, we must aopeal to our instincts and chase away any
pretension of demonstranve reason to reld knowledge Our msnncts
are brought onto the scene not because they insinuate themselves
and constram demonstrative reason, but rather because we ponder,
reflect and reach the condusion that neither of the two tendencies,
when it is employed alone, can expilam our holdmg (0)
In tlus process, we have to weigh the pros and cons of different
choices But this can be done only through a ktnd of second order
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reflection When we say `we are bound to', we presuppose that some
ruie or principie prescnbes to us to do so and so When we say `we
decide', we presuppose that a certatn philosophical explanatton jusnfies such a decision What is it then, that grounds our dectsions to
keep the balance between abstract reasoning and our instincts 7 I be
lieve the answer is as follows Second order arguments are elaborated
by means of a set of rules or principies that function normatively for
the tendencies ot human nature They regulate our instincts as well
as our refined refiections So the missing elernent that would rum
the piam man 'rito a mingated scepnc is the application of an argu
ment, or set of arguments, that operates on the meta levei over his
first-order arguments
Ir is important to distinguish those rules from the general ruies
mennoned in section 1 The latter regulate associanons between
ideas and impressions so as to allow us to draw causal inferences The
rules or pnnciples that give support to second order arguments, how
ever, regulate the several tendencies or propensines of human nature,
by means of these, the mingated scepnc estabhshes his standpoint
For example, to justify his behef In (0) (or his behef in causahty,
personal tdentity, etc ), the mingated scepttc resorts to the principie
`since demonstrative reason is incapable of justifying (0), we must
turn to our understandmg and our instincts (In an oblique way)' In
turn, to instruct us to evaluate and correct our natural tendencies,
the mingated scepnc resorts to the principie `since our instincts and
our senses by themseives dnve us into error, we need the intervention
of refmed reflecnon' Hume states this principie when he comments
on the hmitations of our instincts
In order to pave the way for such a sentiment [internai feeling], and
pie a proper discernment of as object, it is otten necessary, we find,
that much reasonmg should precede, that ruce chstinctions be rnade,
just conclusions dravvn, chstinct compansons formed, comphcated
relanons exammed, and general facts fixed and ascertamed (Principies of Morais, 137)
These are principies that regulate not our perceptions, but our
facuities They govern the whole activity of the mtnd, preventing
it from gomg astray It should also be emphasised that the princi
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pies found m second-order arguments are quite different from the
abstruse philosopher's self-certifying first principies Hume makes
it ciear that, since they stem from quite abstract notions, the latter
principies end up isolating os "from communication with manktnd",
so that they "contnbute nothmg either to advantage or pleasure of
society" (E §4) In turn, smce they stern from the attempt to rec
oncile the tendencies of human nature, second order pnnciples can
be of good use for the progress of mankind insofar as they aid the
development of science and philosophy
The key to understandmg the status of those principies, as well as
this second order levei of reflecnon, is to pinpoint the faculty that hes
behmd these conflicts and that is responsible for the co-ordmation of
the different tendenctes of the mtnd Is such a coordmation founded
on instincts ? I do not thmk so Hume cannot be viewed as contend
ing that we are naturally 'min-Led to go back to our instincts in order to
prevent demonstranve reason from taking over and at the same time
to go back to the latter in order to prevent the former from leadmg us
mio error This is tantamount to holding that human nature is such
that we are naturally inchned to be mingated sceptics Clearly, this
colides with Hume's attempt to construct a philosophical posture
that is exempt from the superstitions of common sense As Stroud
suggests, the "blissful peasant who never felt or was moved by anxi
ety about his lack of understanding of the way things are would not
lead a sceptical life, however blindly and calmly he was carned aiong
by lus natural instincts" (Stroud 1991, p 283) The mingated sceptic
needs the intervention of reflection to determine whether instincts
are guiding him on the right path or not
Apparently contradicting what I have just said, though, Hume
states in a celebrated passage that "nature has determmed us to
judge as well as to breathe and feel" So is it not the case that we are
naturally inchned to be mingated scepncs, after ali ? I do not think
so In the context of this passage, Hume is struggling to distinguish
himself from the radical scepncs, "who hold that ali is uncertam, and
that our judgement is not In any thing possest ot any measure of truth
and faisehood" To oppose this vtew, he does resort to nature, but in
a way that "any other person" does in order to realise that scepticism
of that kmd is "entirely superfluous", for nobody can be `sincerely
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and constandy of that opmion" (T 183) Our faculties are so constituted that radical scepncism is dismissable from the very start We
are naturally determmed, or hardwired, as it were, to acquire behefs
in certain circumstances I am here In agreement with Passmore, who
states that "the `Nature' which mtervenes is simply our own nature,
wiuch is mcapable of takmg sceptical arguments with any senousness" 9 As a matter of tact, Passmore continues, "Hume was not, in
the full sense, a naturalist He nowhere suggests that causahty must
be rehable because It rests upon instinct" (1968, p 146) And if reason
is somenmes referred to as a species of instinct, a should be empha
sised that, as any other instinct, it "may be fallacious or deceitful" (E
§127) Hence, instinct alone "cannot save us from [total] scepticism"
(Passmore 1968, p 147) We can be rescued from sceptical despair
only because we have the faculnes we do So, the appeal to Nature'
In this context, for example, is fully compatible with Descartes's view
that our very constitution allows us to hold certam behefs Descartes
makes it clear In the Sixth Meditation that our nature is such that
body and mmd are conjoined and this teaches us about the externai
objects surroundmg us
At this pomt, it is easy to understand what the abstruse philosopher's error consists in He is wrong in talang time challenge of radi
cal scepticism senously and in trying dogmatically to devise rational
proofs for the truth of this or that behef, completely apart from the
other tendencies of human nature In turn, the mingated sceptic
can easily disregard such proofs by pointing to the practical -trapos
sibility of holding radical scepticism Now this is not the same as to
hold that we are naturally inchned to be mitigated scepncs, it rneans
merely that mingated scepticism conforms to our natural propensi
nes in a way that radical scepticism does not Mingated scepncism is
beneficiai to manland in that it limits "our enquines to such subjects
as are best adapted to the narrow capactty ot human understanding"
(E §130) It is a viewpoint that is not naturally acquired, othervvise
time piam man would be unavotdably its adherent
If instinct does not govern second-order reflections, and if expertence is based upon it, there follows that experience cannot be
thought of as providing the 'Daus of this une of argument, etther This
also implies that Hume cannot be classed as an empincist in the tull
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sense Actually, he insists that the senses can never assure us of the
continued existence of externai objects, owing to the fact that ali we
have access to are fleetmg percepnons So expenence alone cannot
justify (0) This is quite foreign to what a full empincist like Locke
claims According to him, the "knowledge of the Existence of any other
dung we can have only by Sensation" (Essay, p 630) For example,
"whilst I wnte tlus, I have, by the Paper affectmg my Eyes, that Idea
produced in my Mind by wluch I know that that Quahty doth
really exist, and hath a Bemg, without me And of this, the greatest
assurance I can possibly have, and to which my Faculnes can attain,
in the Testimony of my Eyes" (ibid , p 631)
We already know that Carteman rationalism, or rationaltsm in its
purest form, does not lead us very far, for demonstranve reason ends
up swallowing itself Cartesian reason may make promises but, at
the end of the day, II just does not delwer It seems that we have
been dnven int° a dead-end Hume cannot be a naturalist, or an
empincist or a Cartestan rationalist This is the great difficulty we
approach when we read Hume, a difficults so brilliantly dramansed
by him In lus celebrated expression of despoli- at the end of Book I
of the Treause What is it then, that lies behind the wheel of our
tendenctes, telling us to follow this or that path ? Well, second-order
arguments are constructed by means of certam pnnciples and general
guidelines, on the basis of which the mind ascertains the right course
of thinking so as to avoid unpalatable outcomes (e g, supersnnon,
abstruse thinking, etc ) This whole procedure must be thought of
as logically preceding empincal knowledge, in that it mstructs us how
to reflect properly so as to reld it In this sense, it is plausible to
state that the procedure at issue is a prior/ and not a posteriori Unless
we resort to it so as to rule and control our tendencies, no empuical
knowledge will ever come about On the one hand, we have seen
that demonstratwe reason has to be Ismissed by appeal to mstincts,
otherwtse tke will be unable to expiam our bebeis On the other
hand, we have also seen that, tf we do not master our instincts by
means of our power of judgement wluch "corrects the inequalines
of our Internai emotions and percepnons", we "could never thmk or
talk steadtly on any subject" (Principies of Morais, 185, cf also T 603)
Now, 1 hold that the only suitable faculty left to do the job of
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co ordmating our tendencies is reason This result seems baftling
As just shown, Hume is relentless in torpedotng reason (cf also Bifo
1993, p 44) How is it possible then, to reinstall reason In Hume's
system? The answer is we should understand the terrn `reason' here
as non demonstratwe 1° Reason is not demonstratwe in this context
because it does not elaborate proofs It does not draw consequences
from self evident pnnciples established by perceiving mere relanons
of icicas It is In the tater sense only that reason is satd by Hume
to be destructive and therefore to be left ande Rather, the sense of
`reason' I have in mind here is the human capacity that examines the
workings of our tendencies, i e , the transinons of ideas they establish,
and considers where each inference can get us to It compares those
mferences and steers our judgments when conflicts anse il It helps
the understandmg to restram our msnncts, and it restores them to do
what demonstranve reason has been shown to be mcapable of dotng
(viz , leading to behefs) As Wright asserts, although Hume rejects
the Cartestan view that "reason alone can serve as a foundation for
the sciences, he did gwe reason a role In the correcnon of natural
judgements and mferences" (Wright 1983, p 230, cf ibid , p 246)
The use of the term `reason' In this sense is not arbitrary It is hcensed by Hume himself Actually, seemg this helps us to understand
a number of passages In Hume's works where reason is reterred to in
a non-derogatory way As a wrisequence, it allows us to ensure the
harmony of Hume's system in that it ehminates any apparent inconsistency between those passages and Hume's attack on demonstranve
reason For example, in discussing the hmitations of the senses as a
final judge of our enquines, he states that they "alone are not imphcitly to be depended on", so that "we must correct their evidence by
reason" (E §117) In commenting on the connection between natu
ral and moral obligations, he says "tho' I have ali along endeavour'd
to estabhsh my system on pure reason, and have scarce ever cited the
judgment even of philosophers or histonans on any arncle, I shou'd
now appeal to popular authonty, and oppose the sentiments of the
rabble to any philosophical reasoning" (T 546) By the same token,
after comparing our natural abilines with moral virtues, he ends up
stanng that men "are superior to beasts principally by the superior
ity of their reason Ali the advantages of art are owing to human
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reason" (T 610) But I believe the closest descnption of the role of
reason as a co ordinator given by Hume is found In the PrInciples of
Morais, when he starts his account of moral pratse
its evident that reason must enter for a considerable share rn ali decisions of this kmd [moral praise], since nothing but that faculty can
instruct us in the tendency of (palites and acnons, and point out
their beneficiai consequences to soctety and to their possessor In
many cases this is an affair hable to great controversy doubts may
anse, opposite interests may occur, and a preference must be given
to one side, from very nice views, and a small overbalance of utility
(Principies of Morais, p 285)

Although the context of this passage is moral and not epistemo
logical, it is possible to identify some features ot `reason' along the
limes I have just argued for Hume can be refernng to neither demon
strative nor what is nowadays called experimental reason We have
shown that according to Hume, the forrner leads us into absurchnes
As for the latter, we have seen that he otten uses another term to
reter to the faculty which carnes out experimental reasoning, to wn,
'the understanding' (cf Fogelin 1993, p 101) Besides, expenmental reason relds judgments about things In the world in their causal
relations, while in the passage above, reason seems to be doing a cid
ferent job it instructs us 'In the tendency of qualines and acnons',
and when 'opposite interests' show up, it decides to g-1\7e a preference
to one side' (cf Nuyen 1988, p 380)
It might be objected that my viewpoint clashes with some passages
in Hume's works where reason is referred to as "the slave of passions"
(T 415) As I see it, though, in those contexts "reason" has to do with
any relation or transition from one beltef to another It is "nothmg
but a wonderful and unintelligible instinct in our souls, which carnes
us along a certain train ot ideas, and endows them with particular
qualines " (T 179) From this perspective animais themselves are
endowed with reason Understood in this sense, reason is and ought
to be the slave ot passions
At thts stage, I believe it is worth bnnging Bater's approach into
the debate She clauns that, after criticising the ranonahst, solitary
reason that acts on its own wnhout paymg attention to the other tac
ulttes ot human nature, Hume introduces "a transtormed reason' that
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is "accompanted by other abilines and virtues", and that is answer
able to the "shared moral sentiment" (Bater 1991, p 280) Actually,
Hun-te himself points out that, where "reason is hvely, and rances itself
with some propensity, it ought to be assented to" (T 270) She goes
on to contend that reason "In its new guise is the power of judge
ment, along with the aids we judge helpful for judgement These
mclude some general rules, especially rules of mference, and include
also the habits and customs that support and nurture our best pow
ers of judgement and mference" (Bater 1991, p 282) She comes
very dose to my viewpoint when she states that the "selection be
tween different versions of reason , is made by Lreflection' The
final arbiter is reflection both In the wide sense, in which it is stmply
sustained attennon, and In the stnct narrow sense, In which it is the
turn of a faculty or movement of mmd back onto itself" (Bater 1991,
p 284)
My view, though, is not quite this First, as I interpret it, the
mixed reason aIluded to by Hume is not another capacity that results
from the gathenng together of our propensines Reason continues
to regulate our investigations The difference is that Humean rea
son, unlike the Cartestan, handles and co ordtnates a ncher set of
elements It is responsible for our decisions of both taking instincts
into consideration vis-a-vis demonstrative reason and ot curbing in
stincts to keep us away from superstition Second, I hold that reason
as a meta levei arbiter is answerable only to itselt and not, as Baier
asserts, to any other propensines of human nature Customs that
"support and nurture our best powers of judgement and inference"
are, rather, the mgredients that are handled and regulated by reason
so as to optimise our enquines The arbiter, I take it, is also the leg
islator Third, although I may agree with her that this reason can
also be called the power of judgement, I cannot see a `new' reason
bemg propounded here, but the same old reason, solitary because a
depends upon nothing but itself, although toierant of faculties other
than itself, as long as they remam subordinated to the authority or
as principies and rules Fmally, as regards her assertion that reflec
tion is the uitimate arbaer, 1 gather she is here referring to the very
legislative reason I am talking about, for reason is the only raculty
we have that is capable of laying as eyes on itself to judge as own
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achievements
This interpretation finds echo in the passage m the Treatzse where
Hume expounds the consequences of rejectmg refined reasorungs
"If we embrace this principie", he states, "and condemn ali refin'd
reasonmg, we run into the most manifest absurchnes If we reject
it In tavour of these reasonings, we subvert entirely the human understanding We have, therefore, no choice left but betwixt a false
reason and none at ali" (T 268) Reason is referred to as false here
because it ends up violatmg one of its own maxims, namely `never
act alone' In order to hear its own principies and rules and thereby
to hold sway over the different tendencies of human nature, it must
act in solitude The major difference between Humean and Cartesian solitary reason has to do with the fact that, in its secluston, the
former, unlike the latter, investigates not only itself, but ali other tendencies and considers their role In the formanon of our behefs

4 The Status of Hume's Sceptiosm
Once the role of reason understood as the co-ordmator and arbiter
ot our tendencies is highlighted, the status and scope of Hume's min
gated scepticism can be properly establtshed If reason is still around,
to begin with, Hume cannot be mistaken for a Pyrrhoman Sextus
Empincus makes it clear that the sceptic turns his back on reflection
In order to embrace phenomena More precisely, the sceptic, after
observing the conflicts In Philosophy and developing the ability to
produce antitheses to given theses, begms to suspect ali philosophical
explanation On that score, he suspends judgement In order to reach
peace of mind (cf Outlines, p 7) Hume, in turn, never advocates
suspension of judgement On the contrary, he thinks that, "were his
[the Pyrrhornan sceptic's] principies universally and steadily to pre
vali , ali action would immediately cease, and men remam in a
total lethargy, till the necessines of nature, unsansfied, put an end to
their miserable existence" (E §128) Ot course Hume nusreads Sex
tus here After suspending judgement, the Pyrrhoman sceptic lives
a normal and happy Ide following his tristincts and obeying the laws
of Ias community (cf OutImes, p 13) But this is just a mmor point
The fact of the matter is that, thanks to the introduction of second
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order arguments, Hume believes that we can discipline our mind and
prevent it from getting out of control tri the hands of the dogmattst
Second, Hume is netther a neganve nor a positive dogmanst It
is true that demonstrative reason is destructwe, but he never avers
categoncally that a philosophy founded on it is utterly useless In
commenting on the fate of the abstruse philosophy, he suggests that
to "throw up at once ali pretensions of this kmd may justly be more
rash, precipitate, and dogmancal than even the boldest and most af
firmatwe philosophy" (E §9) As for positwe dogmatism, Hume
keen to condemn it We had better abandon the project of consn
tunng the most abstract philosophy and start "reasonmg ia this easy
manner" that results from the combination of "profound enqutry with
clearness" (E §10) Phtlosophy should be made In a "careless man
ner," and the mitigated scepnc should be "diffident of his plulosophical doubts, as well as of his philosophical conviction" (T 273)
What to say about Cartestan scepticism, or the scepticism we find
in Descartes' First Meltanon 7 Waxman holds that Hume's scepticism is precisely of this kind He contends that mingated scepticism
stems from "a clash between two kmds of equally natural and irre
sistible bellef one founded on the senses and the other on imagi
nation" The senses, foi example, mform us that the objects we find
tri percepnon are continuous and independent of us Imagmanon,
however, shows that this behef is just a creanon of the mind This
granted, it seems that "our natures condemn us, without possibility
of repneve, to know the falsehood of that which we are powerless
co disbelteve, and what is this tf not the Cartesian mghtmare come
true ?" (Waxman 1994, p 268) We must then acknowledge the fact
that "there is mn Hume a kmd of natural chalectic no less irresolvable
than that attnbuted to reason by Kant" (ibid p 269)
I cannot concur with Waxman on this issue 1-lis view is based
upon the idea that immedtate consctousness produces behefs that
clash with those produced by the imagination We have seen, though,
that only causal reasonmg, which is based upon custom, can produce
behefs Now, even ifwe grant the clash between the two sorts of be
hefs that stem from the imagmation at the end of the day, we can
reconcile them through second order arguments With Hume, we
can argue, for example, that, although the senses inform us that the
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object tmmediately present to consciousness is not contmuous, dis
nnct and mdependent of us In opposition to the results of associanve
imagmation, they are not to be trusted implicitly and must be regu
lated by reflection This reasoning suffices to water down the alleged
clash pomted out by Waxman
Well, it is time we determmed whether Hume is indeed a sceptic From what has been said, he cannot be He employs the tools
of scepncism as a scaffolding for his overall project of accommodating the tendencies of human nature so as to constitute the science
of man But how should we interpret his proposal of a mingated
scepticism i What does he really mean by that ? Simply put, Hume
must be taken as contendmg that, to undermme the edifice of traditional metaphysics or the abstruse philosophy, we must learn with
the sceptic to raise doubts regardmg its foundations However, the
science of man, stnce it is thought of as bemg "built on foundation
almost entirely new", has to be regarded as exempt from them If
this is granted, earher philosophical systems can be cast off without
turther ado Thanks to the application of second order arguments,
Hume can say to the Cartesian rationalist, for example, that he over
states the powers ot demonstrative reason and thereby gets entangled
in profound and obscure reasonings To a full empincist, he can say
that expenence alone does not give nse to our belief in the connnued
and mdependent existence of externai objects Finally, to the naturalist, he can reply that we are not better off because custom and not
reason is the source of our beliefs As any instinct, custom is fallible
and must be supervised by reason To blindly follow it is to condemn
our investigations to a total failure
Why is it then, that he calls hunself a (mingated) sceptic 7 Does
that not contradict my thesis 7 I do not beheve so Hume must be
seen as adopting a scepttcal procedure directly towards any philo
sophical enterpnse that favours one of the two tendencies — namely
demonstrative reason and instincts — over the other He advises us
to sus pect either of them when a tnes to rake the lead and run over
the other When tlus occurs, he mstructs us to strengthen the ten
dency momentanly lett behmd Only m so doing can we keep the
balance between these tendencies and so thmk straight Above ali,
he prescnbes tollowing this or that tendency only to a certam potnt
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In conclusion, mingated scepticism is a 'abel that refers to a prelimi
nary procedure that must be adopted by anyone who wtshes to ded
icate himself "to the study of philosophy" and to preserve "a proper
imparnality in judgements" (E §116) This procedure paves the
way to the science of man In a clear anticipation of Kant's overaIl
philosophical project, it is a prolegomenon to any future metaphysics
that wishes to turn int° a science
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Notes
1 One of the strongest proponents of this interpretation is Kemp Smith He
ela= for example that "Hume's plulosophy is not fundamentally sceptical,
it is naturalistic ia tendency" (Smith 1941, p 155, cf also Strawson
1985) More recently, Waxman argues that Hume's philosophy is not only
a form of naturalism, but that nonetheless countenances an extreme sort of
sceptiosm (cf Waxman 1994, pp 266 ff )
2 I am aware that after Quine the term `naturalism' has been given a different meaning Accordmg to him, on the foundationalist view, epistemology
must be developed mdependently of, and prior to, suence Quine rejects
this approach and holds that epistemology should, rather, be considered just
a branch of natural saence Whereas Hume calls his philosophy 'the
ence of man', one might be tempted to consider his strategy along the same
hnes I beheve, however, that Hume cannot be classed as a naturahst
this contemporary sense, either He makes it clear that the (philosophical)
study of human nature he intends to develop is antecedent to natural saence and, ff successful, will have the effect of reforming ali other sciences
On that score, the expression 'the suence of man' is best mterpreted as refemng to the study of our faculties that are respnsible for the making of ali
other sciences 'That is why he also calls such a study 'the knowledge of
man', to which ali other knowledge inevitably turns ar the end of the day
(cf T XV)
3 Cf Enquiry §31 It is true that Hurne somenmes asseits thqt reflection c In
produce behef from a single expenment Nevertheless, he also remmds us
that this can only be carned out under the presupposition that the principie
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of the umformity of nature holds fast In this way, although "the connexthis connexion is
ion of the ideas is not habitual after one expenment,
" (T 105, cf T
comprehended under another principie, that is habitual
158-9)
4 Cf Enquiry §§46-7 and T 130 ff
5 Vanterpool and Beck are among those who give indications of the demonstrative character of arguments elaborated on the basis of these general
mies Vanterpool points out that the rules In question "function as gudes
and correctives in moral matters" (Vanterpool 1974, p 484) Beck, m turn,
clanns that those mies "funcnon normanvely as if they were a pnon regulative" (Beck 1978, p 123)
6 Cf Bennett 1971 and Stroud 1977
7 This is also Stroud's opmion (cf Stroud 1977, p 108)
8 Although by means of a different argument, Kemp Smith and Stroud
reached a similar conclusion (cf Smith 1949, p 548 and Stroud 1977,
p 108)
9 Passmore 1968, p 147 Of course Passmore is refernng to radical scepticism
10 As Capaldi states, accordmg to Hume, "reason does not operate solely
in terms of the rationalist model, so we have to have broader concepnon of
reason" (Capaldi 1975, p 34)
11 A similar descnption of the role of reason in this sense can be found in
Nuyen 1988, p 378

